Specificity of spontaneous mutations induced in mutA mutator cells.
Escherichia coli cells expressing the mutA allele of a glyV (glycine tRNA) gene express a strong mutator phenotype. The mutA allele differs from the wild type glyV gene by a base substitution in the anticodon such that the resulting tRNA misreads certain aspartate codons as glycine, resulting in random, low-level Asp-->Gly substitutions in proteins. Subsequent work showed that many types of mistranslation can lead to a very similar phenotype, named TSM for translational stress-induced mutagenesis. Here, we have determined the specificity of forward mutations occurring in the lacI gene in mutA cells as well as in wild type cells. Our results show that in comparison to wild type cells, base substitutions are elevated 23-fold in mutA cells, as against a eight-fold increase in insertions and a five-fold increase in deletions. Among base substitutions, transitions are elevated 13-fold, with both G:C-->A:T and A:T-->G:C mutations showing roughly similar increases. Transversions are elevated 35-fold, with G:C-->T:A, G:C-->C:G and A:T-->C:G elevated 28-, 13- and 27-fold, respectively. A:T-->T:A mutations increase a striking 348-fold over parental cells, with most occurring at two hotspot sequences that share the G:C-rich sequence 5'-CCGCGTGG. The increase in transversion mutations is similar to that observed in cells defective for dnaQ, the gene encoding the proofreading function of DNA polymerase III. In particular, the relative proportions and sites of occurrence of A:T-->T:A transversions are similar in mutA and mutD5 (an allele of dnaQ) cells. Interestingly, transversions are also the predominant base substitutions induced in dnaE173 cells in which a missense mutation in the alpha subunit of polymerase III abolishes proofreading without affecting the 3'-->5' exonuclease activity of the epsilon subunit.